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first, to govern in concert with the nobles and to avoid, if
possible, offending the susceptibilities of the ecclesiastical
reformers. Yet his ultimate purpose, at any rate in Germany,
was not different from that of his father. With an equal
sense of the rights attaching to the throne, and unscrupulous
in attaining his ends, as he had shown in his treatment of
his father, he was able to force his way through many obstacles
at first. But in the long run his ruthlessness defeated its
purpose; it roused rather than intimidated opposition, and
the dual conflict with an outraged Papacy and rebellious
nobles proved at last too much for his strength also.
He started with two advantages which, his father had
not possessed. He was already twenty-five years of age,
and for eight years he had been associated in the government
of the kingdom. Secondly, in the first years of his reign
there was a period of peace, of unwonted harmony, between
king and nobles in Germany. Partly this was due to the
sense of co-operation between them, partly to Henry's wisdom
in not arousing their suspicions by any manifest encroachment
on their local independence. The harmony was enhanced by
the determination of both to resist interference from their
common ally, the Pope. For almost at once relations
between Pope and king had become strained. The question
of lay investiture was now the cause of discord.
The	A natural concomitant of the revival of papal authority
ecclesiastical un(jer Urban II had been the regular holding of papal synods,
in North Italy, in France, and at Rome, where canons for
the good order and government of the Church were officially
promulgated. Particular emphasis was laid on the renewal
of Gregory VII's decrees against lay investiture. In France,
thanks to the energy of the papal legates, especially Hugh,
now archbishop of Lyons, these had been re-published at
local synods; the bishops had perforce to obey, and the
king, while still exercising considerable influence over appoint-
ments, had to give up the practice of investing with ring and
staff. So in France there was no investiture conflict, and
therefore no formal concordat on the subject as in England
and Germany. Outside the French kingdom little attention
had hitherto been paid to the decree; no attempt had been
made to enforce it in England, and in Germany during the
schism papal decrees were naturally disregarded.

